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   Wednesday 22 August 2018 www.turftalk.co.za  *  editor@turftalk.co.za 

MARTINE Bellocq receives a Bravery Award from Laffit Pincay Jr. (San Diego Tribune). 

TO truly understand courage and unshakable will, listen closely to the raspy, determined 
voice. It’s not the manufactured kind you hear in the movies, where a brash secret agent 
fends off villains amid a blizzard of fists. 

No, this is real courage. Genuine resolve. The  
Martine Bellocq kind. 
 
The trainer, who burned 60 percent of her body on 
7 December 2017 while trying to save a beloved 
horse at San Luis Rey Downs, spent months in a 
coma. A port was inserted into her chest and tubes 
flowed from her nose. Dialysis treatments and  
skin-graft surgeries became a frustrating blur. Her 
lower left leg was amputated. 
 
Last Saturday at Del Mar racetrack, while waiting to 
receive the Pincay Award for her heroism and heart 
in the face of those horrifying, life-altering flames, 
Bellocq wanted to make one thing clear: She’s be-
coming a darn good goalkeeper. 
 
Earlier this week, her 7-year-old grandson Liam and 
5-year-old granddaughter Charlotte kicked a soccer 
ball around the backyard. Bellocq, in a wheelchair 
with surgeries awaiting one eyelid, her chin and 
lips, decided to join the game. Kids uncorked shots 
as she used her remaining foot to protect the net. 

You see, Bellocq isn’t interested in sitting out life. 
She risked too much to give up. She fought too hard 
to let the darkness and doubts dictate the terms. 
 
That’s why there were chills — and tears — when 
Bellocq’s name boomed over the public-address sys-
tem. She wiggled forward in the wheelchair, deter-
mined to stand on one leg as she acknowledged the 
crowd. 
 
The 64-year-old rose. Because, of course she did. 
 
“My spirit is strong,” Bellocq said. 
 
Life gets messy for all of us at some point. Few of 
us, though, are tested so harshly. Almost none of us 
fully know what it takes to march forward, through 
endless thorny patches, with full-throated gusto. 
 
When the cosmos said quit, Bellocq told the cosmos 
to put a sock in it. 
 
“Horse people are so tough,” she said, (to page 3) 

Burnt trainer faces adversity with rare courage 

http://www.turftalk.co.za
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BETTING BONUS 

NEW CLIENTS ONLY: Go to Interbet, register  and use col-
umn on website to indicate Turf Talk (How did you hear 
about us) — you will receive a 150% match on first  
deposits up to R1,000. 

BURNT TRAINER (fm p1) 
 
when asked to explain her well of  
optimism. “If you fall off a horse, you have 
to get back on.” 
 
Forty-six horses died that day, including 
Wild Bill Hickory. Bellocq doused herself 
head to toe with a hose before rushing 
into the flames to save “Billy.” She decided 
in an instant, without hesitation, to risk it 
all. 
 
Remi Bellocq met his future sister-in-law 
after she moved to the United States from 
France. 
 
“From 1974 until now, she’s the same  
person,” Remi said. “Her attitude has nev-
er changed. It’s, ‘Let’s go. Let’s get this 
done.’ It’s absolutely remarkable. A lot of 
people think they would run into the fire 
for a horse, but they don’t really know 
until they’re there. 
 
“She ran back in. That’s how she’s wired.” 
 
The Pincay Award, named after Hall of 
Fame jockey Laffit Pincay Jr., annually 
recognizes a person who serves racing 
“with integrity, extraordinary dedication, 
determination and distinction.” After  
handing the award to Bellocq in the win-
ner’s circle, Pincay marvelled. 
 
“What she did was unbelievable,” he said. 
“It shows how much she loves her horses. 
It’s inspirational.” 
 
Challenges and hurdles remain. There’s 
the ongoing physical toll. There’s the  
emotional one, as well. There’s the stub-
born swirl of everyday unknowns. 

A family member mentioned Martine’s concerns about how 
the grandchildren might react to her appearance. As the pair 
swarmed around her Saturday, it was clear they simply see 
the grandmother they love. 
 
“I don’t pay attention to my looks,” Bellocq said. “… I’m not a 
person who looks in the mirror every 5 minutes. (But) inside 
me, I feel beautiful.” 
 
Del Mar CEO Joe Harper approached Bellocq and quietly 
leaned in. “You’re an inspiration,” Harper said, “to all of us.” 
 
Bellocq was saluted as a representative for all those who 
weathered the fiery torment at San Luis Rey, the training 
facility near Bonsall. No one has faced more or climbed high-
er, though, than she. 
 
Still, Bellocq attempted to shoo away praise like one of those 
shots on goal. “Everybody was a hero that day,” she said. 
 
Sun sensitivity caused Bellocq to wear gloves and sunglasses 
as she avoided direct light as much as possible. A giant  
umbrella was positioned in the winner’s circle after the third 
race to shield her as Pincay stood near. 
 
Then, she stood. On this day, the most special of days, the 
goalkeeper scored.—Bryce Millar/San Diego Tribune. 

https://www.interbet.co.za/Login.aspx?Register=true
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For fun and winners, you won’t beat Laff’s yard 
PAUL Lafferty, aside from his many other talents, is a good trainer in his own right. Laff sent 
out 28 winners and 101 places for a Win/Place strike rate of 42% last season—comparable 
with the Top 5 -  and he’s looking forward to even better results in 2018/19. 

Assisted by seasoned horseman Roy 
Waugh, the Lafferty stable offers a warm 
and fun environment for owners, with  
integrity and honesty part of the deal, and 
good communication. 
 
If you look at the page on the left, you’ll 
see six two-year-olds who will all be 
stepped out to race this season, a number 
of them within the next few months.  
 
Laff and Roy are keen to get some new 
patrons involved and, understanding the 
constraints of the economic climate, they’ve 
tailored shares in these runners to suit  
every pocket.  
 
Pick your fancy or fancies from the photos 
on the left, get in touch with Laff or Roy 
and you can be an owner in the yard within 
minutes. (Without breaking your bank!) 
 
‘Mr Paul’ has provided some notes on the 
two-year-olds: 
 
1 Camelot Hazleton  
“She’s a smart filly by the new sensational 
sire out of a Mastercraftsman mare (sire of 
European champion filly, Alpha Centauri). A 
very well related filly (Camelot stands for 
R500,000 a service).” 
 
2 Wylie Hall colt  
“Rated 10 out 10 by Lynton Ryan at Cape 
sales. From the first crop of one of the best 
bred horses standing in South Africa.” 
 
3 Black Fox  by Black Minaloushe out 
of a Muhtafal mare. 
“From a very strong family, Angus, Dignify 
and Distinguished. An immature horse who 
will develop into a scopy colt.” 
 
4 Burmese Ruby by Mogok out of a Jet 
Master mare. 
“An outstanding looking colt by a sire who 
has had four of his progeny race overseas.” 
 
5 Rise by new Stallion, Noble Tune out 
of a Dynasty mare.  
“A very neat affordable filly closely related 
to Royal Champ.” 
 
6 An Eightfold Path half-brother to 
Gr1 winner Orbison  
”He’s a half-brother to our smart horse, The 
Bayou. Well put together and has the scope 
to be as good as his half brothers. 
 
No reason to delay! 
 
Phone Paul: 083 779 1311 
or Roy 074 589 8685 or use mail addresses 
on the left page. 

Race with Paul Lafferty and friends. 

York’s Ebor Festival 
—22-25 August 

THE richest race ever run at York, this year’s Group 1 
Juddmonte International Stakes, looks well up to its 
usual world-class standard. Wednesday showpiece 
event, run over an extended 2000m has attracted a 
stellar field of eight runners, with seven of those 
having already scored at the top level this year!  
 
Poet’s Word deservedly heads the market following back-to-
back Group 1 victories at Ascot, in the Prince of Wales’s 
Stakes and King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Stakes  
respectively, and the drop back from 2400m should not 
pose a problem for the five-year-old with his penultimate 
victory coming over this trip – he looks equally adept at both  
distances and is a typical slow-burning improver for the Sir 
Michael Stoute yard. 
 
Roaring Lion and Saxon Warrior, first and second in the 
Eclipse at Sandown last month, pose the biggest threat and 
the former seems likely to confirm the form of that run with 
a course-and-distance victory already under his belt here at 
York. Preference is for the older horses though, with Poet’s 
Word the choice. 

Thursday sees the fillies take centre stage with the feature 
being the Group 1 Darley Yorkshire Oaks (2400m). Dual 
Group 1 winner Laurens arrives here fresh following two 
victories in France earlier this season, while the presence of 
John Gosden’s high-class four-year-old Coronet adds an ex-
tra dimension to this fascinating renewal. The Yorkshire 
Oaks has gone the way of some brilliant fillies over the 
years, including Dar Re Mi, Midday and most-recently,  
Enable, and, of this field, William Haggas’ Sea Of Class is the 
one who looks to hold the potential to move into (to p7) 
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ROYAL MO’s pedigree suits a variety of mares. 

Royal Mo holds the key to breeding champions 
KLAWERVLEI Stud’s well performed young stallion Royal Mo has plenty to offer breeders, with 
a fine race record matched by a superb pedigree. 

Winner of the G3 Robert B. Lewis Stakes and third in 
the G1 Santa Anita Derby, the imposing Royal Mo is 
the only son of US champion and increasingly  
successful Ashford Stud sire Uncle Mo at stud in 
South Africa. 
 
Coolmore Stud’s M V Magnier was recently quick to 
emphasise the importance, and the influence, of 
stallions who enjoyed success on the dirt. He  
commented to TDN, “My grandfather founded  
Ballydoyle on American dirt horses - that’s where 
Galileo comes from, that’s where Sadler’s Wells 
comes from. It all goes back to the American Classic 
horse. And we strongly believe in American Pharoah. 
He really could be the next big thing.” 
 
A complete outcross to Mr Prospector, Royal Mo has 
a pedigree suitable to a wide variety of mares. 
 
Renowned pedigree expert Rob Knuppe had the  
following to say about what mares are likely to suit 
Royal Mo: 
 
“In terms of a carefully evolved deep search list of 
around 200 important elements found in successful 
Thoroughbreds, some 50 are considered even more 
important and are known as Keys. Most of these 
elements are very closely related and in the case of 
selected siblings, the completion of sibling sets can 
be highly rewarding. 

“We have a large variety of stallions at stud in South 

Africa -  a prominent one that is missing as many 
as 42 of the 50 or so Keys that are considered so  
important and at the other end of the scale we 
have Futura, missing just 10 of these Keys. 
 
‘With the arrival of ROYAL MO (USA) at Klawervlei  
Stud to take up stallion duties in 2018 we enter a 
new era as ROYAL MO is the first single digit (only 
9 Keys missing) Stallion at Stud in SAF. This low 
‘needs factor’ offers some options for breeders as 
we will see later. 
 
“A substantial search of the sires standing at stud 
in SAF (past and present) has revealed what they 
offer ROYAL MO in terms of his 9 missing Keys 
through their daughters & the established sires 
offering the most are: TRIPPI 5/9 and with Storm 
Cat in the dam = 7/9, BOLD SILVANO 4/9, ELU-
SIVE FORT 4/9, IDEAL WORLD 4/9 and VAR 4/9. 
The dams of these daughters are likely to reduce 
his missing Keys even further. 
 
“Of the younger sires standing at Stud here, 3 of 
them offer ROYAL MO 6/9 of the Keys that he is 
missing and they are COUP DE GRACE, CRUSADE 
and FUTURA.  
 
“The plot thickens further because COUP DE 
GRACE on an IDEAL WORLD mare finds all the 
missing Keys as does CRUSADE on IDEAL WORLD 
and CRUSADE on a BOLD SILVANO mare - also 
CRUSADE on an IRISH MIST mare and vice versa. 
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“Other young sires daughters worth watching over time for  
ROYAL MO are: EIGHTFOLD PATH 5/9, GLOBAL VIEW 5/9, 
LOUIS THE KING 5/9, IRISH FLAME 4/9 and TWICE OVER 
4/9. 
 
“There are more sires with lesser offerings for ROYAL MO 
but many of the above, if combined carefully could lower 
the number of missing Keys even further.  The idea is to 
get to zero needs (missing Keys) or as low as possible be-
cause then the progeny can go virtually anywhere. 
 
“This brings me to the alternative option mentioned 
above. ROYAL MO with his single digit needs of 9, 
means he is carrying around 40 Keys himself (of the 
even more important elements on the list of 200). 
 
“From the deep search of sires and those with an abun-
dance of daughters on the ground, the following should 
really benefit from ROYAL MO’s very high Key count: Al 
Mufti, Caesour, Fort Wood and Greys Inn, more important-
ly if they are found in the same pedigree of a mare. An 
example is  ”Up to Ones Neck”,  a 2 time winner by Greys 
Inn, out of Neck of the Woods, by Al Mufti, out of Dog 
Rose by Fort Wood – I am sure there are many more 
mares that carry multiple mixes of the sires.  
 
“They all offer a low count of contributions to ROYAL MO’s 
missing Keys and in time Philanthropist and Oratorio 
daughters can be added to this list and the potent mix it 
potentially contains in harnessing ROYAL MO’s special 
qualities. There are many meaningful elements together 
with their close relationships throughout the list of 200, 
not just with the 50 Keys, that will add to the second op-
tion’s substantial wave of very important additions and 
completed sibling sets for those mares, through a mating 
with ROYAL MO. 
 
“Offering Mother Nature some special relationships to work 
with from a pedigree perspective is only part of the art of  
endeavouring to improve our Thoroughbred progeny but a 
vital link in this process is to ask the Stallion Master at 
Klawervlei what conformation type of mare he thinks will 
best suit ROYAL MO. Once the first few crops are on the 
ground his information will become even more focused.  
 
IT’S NOT ABOUT SIMPLY REPEATING BIG NAMES IN A  
PEDIGREE BUT MORE ABOUT ADDING THE IMPORTANT 
NAMES THAT ARE MISSING.” - tt. 

EBOR FESTIVAL (fm p5) 
 
that bracket.  
 
Friday’s Group 1 Coolmore Nunthorpe 
Stakes (1000m) is always one of the races of 
the week, and many will be looking forward 
to seeing Battaash back in action following 
his scintillating victory at Glorious Goodwood.  

However, it is worth remembering that he 
disappointed in this race 12 months ago, 
proving unruly in the preliminaries and then 
reluctant to load once at the start - antics 
which undoubtedly proved his undoing when 
only managing fourth behind Marsha. He was 
exemplary at Goodwood, though, and pro-
duced incredible sectionals to win by four 
lengths, and it may simply be a case that 
Battaash’s biggest danger is himself. 

Saturday’s The Sky Bet Ebor, Europe’s rich-
est handicap, is staged over a trip of 2800m, 
with 20 runners heading to post for the final-
day feature.  

Top Irish trainer Willie Mullins is responsible 
for likely favourite Stratum. Owner Tony 
Bloom already has the Melbourne Cup on the 
agenda with Withhold and may be looking to 
add Stratum to his raiding party with the 
gelding needing victory here to have any 
chance of making it to Australia.  

The five-year-old was an eyecatching third at 
Royal Ascot over 4000m before scoring in 
decisive fashion at Newbury dropped back to 
3200m last time out, and is a worthy fancy 
to follow up. However, the worry for backers 
would be the fact he come back again in trip 
off a career-high mark against a much 
stronger field.  

Crowned Eagle, Sir Chauvelin and Whiskey 
Sour all deserve a place on the shortlist, with 
preference for the first-named.—GBI Racing.  

http://www.morrisvee.co.za/
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SOMMERLIED, nominated in two categories. 

KZN Awards Nominees 
THE 2017/18 KZN Racing Awards will be held at 
the Greyville Convention Centre at Greyville  
Racecourse on Friday 24 August. 
 
The nominees in the equine categories have been 
announced. 
 
2yo Filly 
 
Inverroche; Can You Feel It; Temple Grafin 
 
2yo Colt 
 
Cue the Music; Desolate Road  
 
3yo Filly 
 
Fiorella; Lady In Black; Neptune’s Rain;  
Hashtagyolo 
 
3yo colt 
 
Monks Hood; Sniper Shot 
 
Sprinter 
 
Sommerlied; Sniper Shot 
 
Older Male  
 
It’s My Turn 

Older Filly 
 
Sommerlied 
 
Middle Distance 
 
Fiorella; Monks Hood; Lady In Black; London Call 
 
Stayer 
 
It’s My Turn 

Event inquiries to Graeme Hawkins at 031 3141500 / 
graemeh@goldcircle.co.za —tt. 

@turftalk1 

http://www.twitter.com/turftalk1
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Downtown in Deauville 

A scene from the centre of Deauville in the Northwestern 
region of France, as horses wait for pedestrians. The  
countryside around Deauville is the main horse breed-
ing region in France and home to numerous stud farms. As 
a result, the city is twinned with Lexington,  
Kentucky and County Kildare in Ireland, both of which are 
world leaders in breeding thoroughbred racehorses. The 
important Ventes de Deauville yearling auction is held in 
mid-August each year at Deauville. Deauville is internation-
ally known for its horse culture, its famous tracks, Yearling 
sales and its multiple group one annual races. The two  
famous tracks of Deauville are, Deauville la Touques and 
Clairefontaine. These tracks are active during the months 
of January, July, August, October, and December. 

GRANT van Niekerk is looking forward to the Hong Kong 
season opener on Sunday, 2 September when he will fulfil 
a long-held ambition and open a new chapter in his  
burgeoning career story. The South African, a 10-time G1 
winner, is hoping to continue a rich connection between 
Hong Kong racing and his homeland as he follows the route 
taken by several top jockeys down the years, including four 
greats: Bartie Leisher, Douglas Whyte, Felix Coetzee and 
Basil Marcus. “Riding in Hong Kong is an experience that 
every jockey wants to have, especially where I’m from, so 
I’m very blessed to be here. Thank you to the Jockey Club 
for allowing me to ride here,” Van Niekerk told the South 
China Morning Post today. 

In the footsteps of the greats 

http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
http://www.racingassoction.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
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